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DATE: 

REPLY TO 

MAY -<7 mf 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

ATTN oF: LRD (Frey) 

sueJEcT: Informal OMB comments on Rep. Del Clawson' s draft bill 

• Bob Boni ta ti 

As you requested May 19, here are some comments on the bill. 
We cannot find a single redeeming feature. 

Whoever ses this material should do so or 
discretion eave the a er with _ ss-

a:n ~ · e ave iscusse e pitfalls and problems of OMB 
providing views informally or formally to individual members 
on their bills rather than doing so through the usual pro
cess of responding to requests of the committees for views 
on introduced bills. 

~t} James M. rey 
Assistan Director for 
Legislative Reference 
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To establish a method whereby the Congress 
may prevent the adoption by the executive 
branch of rules or regulations which are 
contrary to law or inconsistent with con
gressional intent or which go beyond the 
mandate of the legislation which they are 
designed to implement. 

To carry out the purpose stated in its title, this draft of 
a bill ·would require that every rule or regulation or change 
thereof be submitted to Congress at least 60 days before it 
is to take effect and that either House of Congress could 
prevent such rule or regulation from taking effect by passing 
a simple resolution within the 60-day period. The basis of 
disapproval would be the standard set out in the title of 
the bill, as quoted above. 

The major features of this proposed bill are highly objection
able for the following reasons: 

From a legal point of view, the Justice Department has 
repeatedly declared the one-House veto procedure to be 
constitutionally objectionable -- see excerpt from most 
recent testimony presented by the Department during the 
week of May 12, 1975. 

Also from a legal point of view, the stated grounds on 
which either House would exercise its veto--conformity 
with the intent of Congress, etc.--appears to be a 
judicial not a legislative function. 

'· 
From a policy point of view, the bill is squarely 
contrary to the long accepted procedure that Congress 
legislates policy, criteria and standards and leaves 
to the executives and its technical expertise the job 
of flushing out the law through detailed rules· and 
regulations--a procedure which seems increasingly 
necessary as problems and solutions become even more 
complex. 

From both a legal and policy point of view, a variety_ 
of questions would appear to arise from the voluminous 
nature of many rules and regulations and what would 
happen to the remaining portions of them if only a 
limited portion were determined to be objectionable. 
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From a policy and practical point of view, the vast 
mass of material--running into many thousands of 
pages annually--which would have to flow to Congress 
under such a procedure would constitute an over
whelming burden on the Houses and their committees, 
would tend to give at least implied congressional 
approval to masses of rules and regulations allowed 
to take effect, and could result in an unacceptable 
slowdown in the operation of many important programs 
in a way that would adversely effect the public. 

2 

No evidence has been presented of widespread abuse of rules 
and regulations that would justify such a sweeping measure, 
quite apart from the fact that those aggrieved by rules and 
regulations which would be subject to disapproval now have 
accepted remedies in the courts--and the courts are increas
ingly willing to entertain such suits. 

In addition, the vast majority if not all of the rules and 
regulations that would be covered by the bill are required 
to be published in the Federal Register. From the standpoint 
of the Congress, it ap~ears that concerned committees could 
keep abreast of regulations of interest to them through this 
medium and could challenge those they find questionable through 
the exercise of their oversight functions which, in turn, 
could form a basis for remedial legislation. 

( ... 
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statute passed over the President's veto. A fortiori the con-

current resolution and Senate veto established by the.present 
I 

bills would be ineffective. With respect to executive agree-... 

ments asserting only exclusive Presidential powers, then, the 

present bills would contravene the Constitution. 

I turn next to agreements whose subject matter involves 

Presidential powers (conferred by the Constitution, statute 

or treaty) which are constitutionally subject to congressional 

control. ·In my view it is clear that such agreements are 

valid and binding unless Congress limits the Presidential 

powers in question by the one means available to it under the 
! 

Constitution: legislation passed by both Houses and submitted 

to the President for his approval. Congress cannot repeal 

or amend or restrict Presidential powers by concurrent resolu-

tion as provided in s. 632 or by resolution of the Senate 

alone as provided in s. 1251, since this would distort the 

constitutional legislative process by avoiding the President's 

veto. 

The difficulty is not solved by the fact that this legis-

lation itself must pass over the President's veto. For this 

legislation does not purport to remove Presidential power to 

enter executive agreements (it is doubtful that it could con-

stitutionally do so) or Presidential power to act in all of 

-14-



those substantive areas which the category of executive 

agreements we are now discussing might deal with. The legis-
. ~. 

lation would-leave the power, but subject it to a congres-

sional restriction which is simply not envisioned by the 

Constitution. One might reasonably ask, ·if the Congress 

can do the greater (take away the power entirely) , why can 

it not· do the lesser (subject the use of the power to 

congressional approval}? I can best explain by an analogy 

·to the law of property: A person is entirely free under the 

common law to refuse to sell his real property, but if he 

chooses to sell it he cannot subject it to continuing re

strictions, so-called "restraints on alienation," which are 

inconsistent with full title in the new owner. So also, the 

Congress has authority to deprive the President completely 

of substantive powers in a number of fields; but unless it 

is willing to take that drastic step, it cannot leave the 

powers intact and yet subject them to formal restrictions 

other than those that can subsequently be imposed by the 

normal legislative process. The need for this doctrine 

should be obvious: Without it, the carefully drawn legisla-

tive procedure of the Constitution could be entirely evaded 

by a congressional grant of enormously broad powers and 

authorities to the President, subject only to the condition 

-15-
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that Congress approve their exercise by concurrent resolu-

tion. In effect, our laws would thereafter be made by the 

Congress alo~e, without any effective Presidential participa-

tion. 

The language and history of the Constitution indicate 

that the veto power of the President was intended to apply 

to all actions of Congress which have the force of law. It 

would be difficult to conceive of language and history which 

make the point more explicitly. Two provisions of Article I, 

section 7 are involved. The Constitution provides, first, 

that every bill which passes the House of Representatives 

and the Senate, shall, before it becomes a law, be presented 

to the President for his approval or disapproval. If dis-

approved it does not become law unless repassed by a two-

thirds vote of each House. (Art. I, sec. 7, clause 2). 

The problem that we face today was foreseen by the 

Framers. At the Constitutional Convention it was recognized 

that Congress might evade the above-described provision by 

passing "resolutions" (the precise language of these pro-

posals) rather than bills. During the debate on this clause, 

James Madison observed that 

"if the negative of the President was confined 
to bills; it would be evaded by acts under the 
form and name of Resolutions, votes &c •••• " 

-16-· 



Madison believed that additional language was necessary to 

pin this point down and therefore 

"proposed that 'or resolve' should be added after 
'bill' ••• with an exception as to votes of 
adjournment &c. 11 

Madison's notes show that "after a short and rather confused 

conversation on the subject," his proposal was, at first, 

rejected. 2 M. Farrand, The Records of the Federal Conven-

tion of 1737, 301-02 (1937 Rev. ed.) ("Farrand"). However, 

at the conunencement of the following day's session, Mr. 

Randolph, "having thrown into a new form" Madison's proposal, 

renewed it. It passed by a vote of 9-1. 2 Farrand 303-05. 

Thus, the Constitution today provides--not in clause 2 of 

section 7, dealing with the passage of legislation {which 

has its own Presidential veto provision), but as an entirely 

separate clause 3--the following: 

"Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the 
Concurrence of the Senate and House of Representa
tives may be necessary {except on a question of 
Adjournment) shall be presented to the President 
of the United States; and before the Same shall 
take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being 
disapproved by him shall be repassed by two-thirds 
of the Senate. and House of Representatives, accord
ing to the Rules and Limitations prescribed in the 
Case of a Bill." 

It should be apparent from the wording of this provision, 

and from its formulation as a separate clause apart from fhe 

clause dealing with legislation, that it was intended to 

-17-
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protect the President against all congressional evasions of 

his veto power, and not merely those that were formally con

nected with.,the legislative process. Of course, the fact 

that it refers only to concurrent resolutions, and not to 

one-House resolutions such as S. 1251 would provide, was not 

meant to sanction avoidance of the Presidential veto by the 

latter process; rather, the omission was meant to exclude 

from the veto requirement those instances in which, under the 

Constitution, the Senate has authority to take binding action 

on its own--to wit, in ratifying treaties and in confirming 

the appointment of Federal officers (Article II, section 2). 

It was probably not even envisioned that, apart from those 

constitutionally prescribed instances, a single-House would 
' 

purport to take any legally effective action on behalf of 

the entire Congress. In other words, the provision of s. 1251 

for a one-House veto is not in literal violation of section 7, 

clause 3 of the Constitution only because it has in addition 

to the defect which that provision addresses the defect of 

being ari unlawful delegation of congressional power to one of 

its Houses. 

The purpose of the veto was not merely to prevent bad 

laws but to protect the powers of the President from inroads 

of the kind represented by S. 632 and S. 1251 • Leading 

. -18-
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participants in the Convention of 1737, such as James Madison, 

Gouverneur Morris and James Wilson, pointed out that tfie veto 

would protect·the office of President against "encroachments 

of the popular branch" and guard against the legislature 

"swallowing up all the other powers .... 2 Farrand 299-300, 586-

87. In The Federalist {No. 73), Hamilton states that the 

primary purpose of conferring the veto power on the President 

is "to enable him to defend himself." · Otherwise he "might 

be gradually stripped of his authorities by successive resolu-

tions,· or annihilated by a single vote. II We are faced in 

this proposed legislation with precisely the situation these 

quotations describe. The actions of the President in carrying 

out one of his principal functions--as the sole instrument 

for the actual conduct of our foreign relations--will be 

subjected to impairment and reversal by congressional vote 

without protection of the Presidential veto. 

Despite the explicit language of the Constitution and 

the clear evidence of the original understanding contained in 

the remarks of the Framers, statutes have existed for some 

years which provide for congressional action by concurrent 

resolution •. Moreover, although Presidents have vetoed pro-

posed laws because of the unconstitutionality of such provisions, 

and have even more frequently registered their constitutional 
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objections in signing statements, they have sometimes accepted 

such provisions in silence, and have on several occasions 

even proposed legislation containing them. This is to be 

explained, one presumes, by the Presidential determination 

of acute need for legislation which could not be obtained 

without the objectionable provision. Former Justice (and 

before that Attorney General) Jackson recounted that when 

President Roosevelt signed without objection the Lend Lease 

Act of 1941, 55 Stat. 32, he addressed an internal memorandum 

to the Attorney General stating, for the record, that in view 

of the importance of the legislation he felt constrained to 

sign the bill in spite ·of the fact that in his view section· 

3(c) purported to give legislative effect to congressional 

action not presented to the President and this violated 

Article I; section 7 of the Constitution. Jackson, A Presi-

dential Legal Opinion, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 1353, 1357-58 (1953). 

The argument suggests itself that repeated congressional 

use of such provisions, and occasional Presidential acceptance, 

comprise ·a constitutional practice which establishes their 

validity. This can not be so. Custom or practice may indeed 

give conclusive content to vague or ambiguous constitutional 

provisions, but it cannot overcome the explicit language of 

the text--especially when that text is supported by historical 

-.20 -



evidence that shows it means precisely what it says. ·More

over, if one is to rely upon practice, it must be both accepted 

and long standing. Repeated Presidential objections destroy 

the first of th~se charact~ristics, and the clear record of 

history elimina~es the second. Use of the concurrent resolu-

tion is in fact a very recent phenorn.enon, and flatly contra-

diets what was the accepted understanding and usage until the 

second third of this century. A careful analysis of the 

historical practice was compiled by the Senate Judiciary 

Committee in 1897. It shows that f~om the First Congress 

through the nineteenth century concurrent resolutions were 

limited to matters "in which both'Houses have a common interest, 

but with which the President has no concern." They never 

"embraced legislative provisions proper." s. Rep. No. 133,5, 

54th Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1897). The report concluded that the 

Constitution requires that resolutions must be presented to 

the President when "they contain matter which is properly to 

.be regarded as legislative in its character and effect." Id. 

at 8, quoted in part in 4 Hinds' Precedents of the House of 

Representative~ § 3483. A concise formulation of the under-

standing may be found in Congressman Mann's statement that a 
(I 

concurrent resolution has no force beyond the confines of the 

1/ 
Capitol. 42 Cong. Rec. 2661 (1908). 
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It was not until the 1930's that enactments of the .. 
present sort first appeared, see R. Ginnane, The Control of 

Federal Administration by Congressional Resolutions and 

Committees, 66 Harv •. L. Rey. 569, 575 (1953}, and not until 

very recent years that they became fairly frequent. It has 

been recognized, even by their supporters, .that they raise 

difficult constitutional issues. See, ~.~.,Memorandum of 

Senator. Javits on the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 107 

Cong. Rec. 15039 (1961}; L. Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the 

Constitution 120-123 (1972). If, then, we are to give any 

credit to constitutional custom, we· believe that it argues 

persuasively against the validity of congressional action by 

concurrent resolution. The practice begun with the adoption 

of the Constitution and continued uniformly until relatively 

recent years is entitled to far greater weight than a highly 

controverted contemporary phenomenon. 
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94th Congress 
1st Session 

Mr. Del Clawson 

[Tentative Draft] 

- -

A B I L L 

To establish a method whereby the Congress may prevent the 
adoption by the executive branch of rules or regulations 
which are contrary to law or inconsistent with 
congressional intent or·which go beyond the mandate of 
the legislation which they are designed.to implement. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

That whenever any officer or agency in the executive branch 

of the Federal Government (including any independent establish

ment of the United States) proposes to prescribe or place 

in effect any rule or regulation to be used in the adminis

tration or implementation of any law of the United States or 

any program established by or under such a law, or proposes 

~~ 
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to make or place in effect any change in such a rule or 

regulation, such officer or agency shall submit the proposed 

rule, regulation, or change to each House of Congress 

together with a report containing a full explanation thereof. 
. --Sec. 2. (a) Except as provided in subsectio~s (b) and 

(c), any proposed rule, regulation, or change d~scribed in 

the first section of this Act shall become effective 60 

legislative days after the date of its submission to the 

Congress as provided in such section, or at such later time 

as may be provided in the rule, regulation, or change 

itself or in the report submitted therewith. 

(b) No proposed rule, regulation, or change described 

in the first section of this Act shall be placed in effect 

if, within the 60-day period-described in subsection (a) 

of this section, either House of Congress adopts a resolution 

in substance disapproving such rule, regulation, or change 

because it contains provisions which are contrary to law or 

inconsistent with the intent of the Congress, or because 

it goes beyond the mandate of the legislation which it is --- ----- ~ 
designed to implement or in the administration of which it is 

designed to be used. 
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(c) Nothing in this Act shall prevent the Congress, at 

any time during the 60-day period described in subsection (a) 

of this section, from adopting a concurrent resolution 

specifically approving the rule, regulation, or change 
-... -

involved; and upon the adoption of any such concurrent resolu-

tion the rule, regulation, or change may become immediately 

effective. 

(d) As used in this Act, the term "legislative days" 

does not include any calendar day on which both Houses of 

Congress are not in session. 

Sec. 3. (a) This section is enacted by the Congress-

Cl) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of 

the Senate and the Hottse of Representatives, 
. 

respectively, and as such it shall be considered 

as part of the rules of each House, respectively, 

and such rules shall supersede other rules only 

to the extent that they are inconsistent therewith; 

and 

(2) with full recognition of the constitutional 

right of either House to change such rules (as far 

as relating to the procedures of that House) at any 

time, in the same manner and to the same extent as 

in th~ case of any other rule of that House. 
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(b)(l) Any resolution introduced under section 2(b) 

shall be refe~red to a committee by the Speaker of the House 

or by the President of the Senate, as the case may be. 

(2) If the committee to which any such resolution is -- -referred has not reported any resolution relating to the 

rule, regulation, or change involved before the expiration 

of 30 calendar days after the submission of such rule, 

regulation, or change, it shall then be in order to move to 

discharge the committee from further consideration of such 

resolution. 

(3) Such motion may be made only by a person favoring 

the resolution, and such motion shall be privileged. An 

amendment to such motion is not in order, and it is not in 

order to move to reconsider the vote by which such motion 

is agreed to or disagreed to. 

(4) If the motion to discharge is agreed to or disagreed 

to, such motion may not be renewed. 

(5) When the committee has reported, or has been dis

charged from further consideration of, a resolution introduced 

under section 2(b), it shall at any time thereafter be in 

order (even though a previous motion to the same effect has 

been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration f;:'i:·r.-;;~, 
/~><'·-· O"\ 

; .,~j' ~,..' 
of such res 1.>lution. Such motion shall be privileged. An l'~ EJ 
amendment to such motion is not in order, and it is not in~~ 
order to move to reconsider the vote by which such motion is 

a~~~~n ~n nr disa~reed to. 
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(c) Except to the extent specifically otherwise provided 

in the preceding provisions of this section, consideration 

of any resolution with respect to a proposed rule, regulation, 

or change in either House of Congress shall be governed by 

the Rules of that House which are applicable to other 

--resolutions in similar circumstances. 

Sec. 4. ~his Act shall apply with respect to all 

proposed rules, regulations, and changes therein which (but 

for the provisions of this Act) would take effect on or 

after the first day of the first month which begins after 

the date of the enactment of this Act. 
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SUBJECT: FECA coverage for Federal jurors who are not 
Federal employees 

The attached draft bill submitted to Congress by the 
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts would extend 
FECA coverage to persons serving as Federal petit and 
grand jurors who are not Federal employees. Coverage 
under FECA for Federal employee jurors was enacted in 
recent amendments last fall. 

Informal views of Labor and Justice 

Labor opposes on principle coverage under FECA for non
Federal employees, and offered no specific comments on 
the bill. 

Justice has no objection to the proposal. 

General consideration 

OMB staff agree with Labor that, in principle, FECA 
should cover only Federal employees. Despite Labor's 
opposition, however, the Act now covers various non
Federal employee groups, such as 

Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers 

Teacher Corps members 

Job Corps enrollees 

State and local law enforcement officers killed 
or injured when a Federal crime is involved 

civil air patrol volunteers 

Accordingly, coverage of non-Federal employees on Federal 
jury duty would hardly be the first breach of the system. 
At the same time, each non-Federal addition seems to lead 
to more attempts to bring "outsiders" into a Federal 
personnel benefit program. 

Specific problems 

1. If the bill is seriously considered, it would 
be preferable if the rate of pay the juror is 
deemed to be receiving for purposes of compensa
tion were not set at GS-2, which would establish 



2 

yet another link with Federal employment and 
would rise every time the GS-2 pay rate is increased. 
It would be better if the bill were changed to 
tie to the rate at which Federal jurors are 
paid. (This is currently $20 per day, or approx
mately $400 per month, compared to approximately 
$500 per month for a GS-2.) 

2. No provision is made in the draft bill as to 
which appropriation account would be charged. 
Under current law, in the case of Federal employees 
serving as jurors, Labor says it is unclear 
whether FECA should charge the employing agency 
or GSA (which has certain responsibilities for 
Federal jurors, such as under the Tort Claims Act.) 

3. The draft bill provides coverage only while the 
person is actually performing jury duty. Accordingly, 
problems could arise with respect to injury or 
death which occurs after jury duty has been 
completed, but sterns from such service as in a 
reprisal injury or death. However, these problems 
apply to Federal employee jurors as well. 

None of these problems seems earthshaking if we are willing 
to accept coverage of non-Federal employees in the first 
place. 
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_:;· - 6.·~t~; f.. ()n.· tho . bas~ . that! j µiers-vex:e .not c~f ined ao. · "emj?loyaes ''= -

r=.: . --~· :~~:\~· C)f"· t'lo,Fedsral. gove~t . ~j.t.hin-the lllSaning· ol the thC!l 
./:~·· -· .. · .. ·s; ·ti.s.c •.. §SJ.Ol(l)~ ~.fter-enactment of P.L. 93-416 not.liinq ~ . 

·· ~-.· - ·. would irid!cata- a__dlange in_posi.fion~~"lating ·t.0 persons, - · -
-~·! · · s:, ,: '=not. Fode'l:ailY~ .em.p~O'Jed1- who are_ se~in_g_ as jurors- in F~'1era-l 

. cou::-t:- ''l'ha purpo3a of-j:f1fs bill la . to p:t6vic1~ romod!u:l -
. •· ·· .:= .. : ~~· ·l:,_e3iole.tion to spec!:!'.y tlfat conr.?e~sat;ion bon3f'~ts apply to 

. .. :, ·· :, ~ a~l . p~~~on~ ~:;ving as ??cd~ral j-aroi.'3. 
" • .~. ....~;. 'f ~ ' - • ~ - • ·-
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strong polic:t reasons e;cist for .bringing all jurors 
within the covertige of t.~e com!_."en~a~ion ~cts. Jurors 
actually servi.~g provide valuable gover~~ent servicus. 

~ -;.;h :.1e in actual service· as ·a petit or grand juror, the 
citizen-juror should rationally be accorded the benefit 

.. of protection in case. of a "job-related"' mishap. Wl_lat 
· bec;ius as a high duty of citizenship through public ser-

.; , ... vi-::e ·to the ·· yovermr~nt coµld be turned into ~"l economic 
i:tishap. for ·the juror .in ·the event of an accident or injury 
'-'!~"l ile serving. How a person injur.ecl.:..while serving as a 
juror can~t recover unless he can· bring his case under 

J: . .:L! q Federal Tort Claims ... Act by proving negligence in a 
r. ·yovernm.ant agent, ; a .d!ff icul t burden. i-!oreover, this ~eqi-.. •. . \". 

·~·- -~ ty is cornpqunaed by the fact that a Federal el:'lployae !S''. 
·· :-., co:vered by .t..."iese compeusation acts. It would also contri-
~ :1':. -~~~u~::tO th<f ~~~or• s peace :.of :Und, _e~pocially in a protracted 

._. .case. or in a situa~i,on where ne must be transported to ruake 
.•' .>J.;~~.;.~. aAJf~e i~pe9.tit:?~' ~ ~Y ... ?\QW t.'1at ·-this benefit_ is availab~e •.. 

:.: .. .-·. -T.his; aspect . of the propos~l might be especially reassuring 
· :/:·:~~ \~' ' tu:·,.the head of a· .family · o:r tO--the tit•icroua juror sitting· in 

·r~.:"';...<! ~ oensational .criminal. ca!l·e. While jurors are very seldom . 
,, - -:;:· ·.._> .i,n"jurcd, we do have;? a reoord of several sue~ c9~es. 

' ' . 

· •· ·=:. :.. ~~-~~)~~~ .... ·4lhe enclosed· dra4!t bill adds a n~ saction, §8142a,. 
~- . : · ~'"'..:.:[;;.~,_J;~~ c~a.pte~ S_l . o; ~~tle ?_• P~oposed 55814.2a.(a_) .· c-.nd (~). -~·· 

. . ·~: . .:; ... ~·,,/.~~fin~··tne protected1: juror ·to be one who is.~.itl'· actual' · 

.· 

. · .. ?_·,-. · -~·=( .. :~~·:a~~*n~ce'.. upon court a."lU specify when payments c~ com- · -
~~: ··~ ~:.·: :.\·:-~· .. ~nc3·• Proposed. '§Sl42a (c) (·l) definef> ·the rate of pay that tt 

: ·:· .. "'?~··":.:: ~;~ ~:'..Federal jw:or· is~d~e~~tl 1;o b·o receiving fer pl.trposes of" 
':f_-... :·~~::'·f),\"'. ~he:/compan$ation of t:'le sohe~a provided ~or in Chapter ·s1. 

:; .:. ··· ·_::~~;~h:'L'li~~:~subsection ~ls0;, ta.ties into_ accolli&t, and spocif!es- t.'1e 
--.: · :-. ;;:/::·~:-.cQinyens~tion of ·:the. ·actual: Federal empioyee, who -is receiv- -

- _ ~ :;~;~ ~·~~ ~gJiis no~al;~.-- ;:_ut~~ !'f pay ·\'filil~ on court 1cavo pursuan):. ~ to 
_ .;· .. ·:-~ s -_ u .• s.c. §5537 and §6322, to·-be_ his actual rato- .qf pay~ . 

L- ... ~~ • ·;_~? ~~'sectio..n · 8l.~2a(~) (2) !-imits and~de~ines whe~~e juror 1s. -
. :-- -..:· ·· · ~·~~ ::de~iied .:to be in l:lie-pe:fo11nmlc<?"..:of lluty ·so. that claims for- -

-:-; . -~ ·)!~.: _c~ei:~~tion are- no_t 9fantstl e:~~pt for d~ty-rel.llted. mi~ar~. 
·~ ..... : :~1 l ·By -adcung ~"'lis- sectiwi covering _ )Ur.ors to Chapter 81 of 

----.;.: · ) ·.'\.~ Title- 5, United sta~es C-00~, Feue_ral "juro::s would not-be-: : 
.............., . : · ·'.·;·"'" ·made ' act;ual.-eraployQes of tho-Faden:al g.Q'l{ernmcn~: t·lor- could - . 
- ..;.. : ;- ~ ~ · tni~:F emendrnont bu,...construea -to ch~a.ctcrize ju~ors as -

· - ~~ . emi)loyeas fo_r ~"ly .. other purpo~e. Ji.lso ,- § Sll.6 ( c J ttakes l:'a~ ._ -r · . . .. covcry Ull'dor.. the Pcderal .E~l-eyees' Co~ensation Act the I _::. ~,. ~- ~ .. "exclusive· reritedy of tl~~==juror -agaipst tlie -United States: 
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We will be pleased to provido any further information 
that is desired in the considoration of this proposal. 

Enclosure . .. 
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sincerely, 
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Rowland F. Kirks 
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To amend .the Federal Employees' Compensation Acts, as 
amended, Title 5, United States Code, by adding a new section 
providing for work i,njury coverage of federal petit and grand 
jurors in the perforrn~nce of their duties. 

Be ~t enacted by the Senate and Hou~e o~ Rep!te6entative~ 

06 the United State~ 06 Ame~ica in Cong~e~~ a~~embled, That 

Chapter Gl, Title ·5, United States Code, is amended by the addition 

of the following new section: 

"8142a. Federal Petit or Grand Jurors 
:. 

"(a) For the purpose of this section, federal peti~~or 
.'\.. 

grand juror means -- a person> selected .pursuant to Title 28, United 

States Code, Chapter 121 and summoned to serve as a petit or grand 

juror, who is in actual attendance"· in court ·such that he wo.uld be 

entitled to the fees provided for his attendance by 28 U.S.C. §1871; 

"(b) Subject to the provisions of this section, this sub

chapter applies to a federal grand or petit juror, except that ., ~ . . 

e~titlement to disability compensation payments does not commence 
\ . -. 

until the day after the date of termination of his service as a 

juror; :· . 

"(c} In administering this subchapter for a jur~~ co"~red 

·by thi~ subsection --

(1) A juror is deemed to re~eive pay at a raee equivalent 

to the. monthly minimum p~y of a GS-2 unless hl.s actual 

pay . as .a ..s .. c;>ve-rnment employee while serving on court -
- - -

--· 

leave is hi gher, in which case his monthly pay is deter- -

mined in accordance with §8114. 
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(2) Performance of duty includes an act of a juror 

while he is in attendance at court, pursuant. to a 

summons, in de1iberation or when sequestered by 

order or a judge; p~ovlded howeve~, performance of 

duty shall not include his travel to and from the 

courtpouse except under sequestration order or as . . 

Section 2. 
,, .. 

The chapter analysis or Chapter 81 or Title 5, 

United States Code, is amended by addition of the following new . •' 

item: 

.... .,,,,. 

·--

118142·a. Federal Petit and Grand Jurors." 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

July 11, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: CHARLIE LEPPERT 

FROM: ALAN M. KRANOWITZ ~\"-~ 
SUBJECT: Orm Fink and the GAO Audit of the Federal Reserve 

On June 25 Orm Fink called Jim Lynn's office and, in his absence, the 
call was referred to my office. 

Ken Hagerty spoke to Fink. Orm asked for the OMB position on 
legislation calling for a GAO audit of the Federal Reserve. Fink was 
told that OMB deferred to the Department of the Treasury which 
opposed the bill and that we concurred in their opposition. Fink 
asked for no more information and we considered the matter closed. 
His only parting shot was a statement that when Charlie Schultze 
(not George, but Charles) was the Director, he never had to talk to 
Congressional Relations types. 

The Director and I know Orm from our HUD days. Orm has already left 
for the weekend, but I will call him on Monday and, after that, if he 
still must talk to Jim Lynn, I am sure the Director will call him. 

Suggestion for the next time a situation of this type develops: 
call me on the telephone or mention it at our morning staff meeting. 
Your memo was dated July 8 and didn't arrive here until noon on 
July 11, prompting an initial three days of delay in calling Orm 
and now three more days of delay since Orm has left for the weekend. 

cc: 
Max Friedersdorf 
Vern Loen 
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THRU: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 8, 1975 

JIM LYNN 

. MAX FRIEDE~~DORF ~ • 6 
VERN LOEN V'-

CHARLES LEPPERT, JR,°"4· 

GAO Audit of Federal Reserve 

Orm Fink, Minority Professional Staff Director of the House Committee on 
Banking, Currency and Housing states that he has been unable to reach you 
by telephone regarding the above stated subject. Fink indicates a discussion 
or talk with you on the subject is important. Can you call him? His tele
phone number is 225 - 2258. 




